Mundaring Meander
February 23rd 2020
Report By: Kerry Gillies
Trip Leaders: Steve Dickens & Kerry Gillies
Convoy
Members: Steve and Kerry (Hilux)
Mike and Clara (Prado) (Land Cruiser)
Sue & Nicole Mortin (Prado)
Andrew and Hertha (Ranger)
Doug and Wynona (Prado)
Damian and Karen (Nissan Patrol)
Bob and Kim (Pajero)
Chris and Robyn (Prado)
Gary - Tail End Charlie (Pajero)
Visitors:
Ian Andrews and three children (Prado)
Rex Hunter and Ethan (Ranger)
James and Toyah Worsley and three children (Nissan Patrol)

We met across the road from the Mundaring Hotel, 12 cars in total which
included three visitors, a clear, bright morning saw us head off on a trip we have
done many times, into the Mundaring Forest. Always a surprise and a test of
driving ability.

We started at Firewood Road where we aired down to about 30psi, Woody was
kind enough to volunteer to be tail-end-Charlie.

We travelled almost the length of Firewood Rd and on to Trew Rd to the pine
plantation – or rather the space where the pine plantation used to be as a lot of
it has been cleared recently. After a false start following a glitch in navigation,
we were on track to revisit the “Place of the Lost Number Plate”. Sue and Nicole
could hardly contain themselves as we passed over the place where their
number plate must surely have drowned on a previous occasion.
We turned into Oak Gorge Rd and then took a short
detour into another ex-pine plantation. The southern
end of which held a nice loose rock ‘çliff’ which I very
much enjoyed ascending after my third attempt.

Several others made the
brave choice and successfully climbed and descended the face - previously

impassable when the ground was wet.

Soon after this and just up the hill a bit further, we stopped for our morning tea
which included a bit of ant dancing and shade shuffling.

Our journey took us along the length of Oak Gorge Rd. After it became Gorry
Rd, we were on the look out for Smit Rd to take us to my favourite Stockwhip
Rd, but sadly our way was barred by a bridge under repair.

We went right instead of left which was Smit Rd, which became Firewood Rd the south east end of it. We followed this along some tracks that we had done
before which took in some awesome views and included some ruts and chicken
tracks. Nothing too serious. We travelled along parts of Rushy Rd, Watson Rd
and Considine Rd, ending up at our ‘ordinary’ lunch spot at the junction of a
short spur and North Rushy Rd. (The area was a bit uneven and the shade was
limited).
Sue and Nicole left us here with the promise of the Queen Concert that night.
Lunch and our journey almost done, not much remained than to head another
200metres to re-join Firewood Rd and arrive back at our air-up point just before
the Mundaring Weir Rd.
It was another great day with weather which was kind to us – not too hot - and
cars which all performed admirably. Thanks everyone – a great day to be Out
and About.

